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Imagine a race of people
all thinking the same thoughts simultaneously

while being incapable of having an individual thought
– a true slave race –

and you can begin to understand
the inherent evil which drives those

who operate within the very hierarchy of this complex.

James F. Marino, ‘A Race of Cybernetic Slaves’
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This magazine builds on our previous 'Magazine XII | Cognitive 
Warfare.’

To really grasp the possibilities of hybrid, cognitive warfare, you have to 
leave your ideas of what is technically possible far behind. Here, hidden in 
the shadows, a technology has developed that has been refined over 
decades, with huge budgets, in top-secret projects and in countless illegal 
human experiments. At the same time, the networks and structures have 
been expanded to apply such technology arbitrarily, without public control 
or legal consequences.

What weapons are used here? In which programmes were they developed 
and how do they actually work? What effect do they have on the human 
body and psyche? How far-reaching can/are they used? Who is in 
possession of such technology? What are their objectives?

In this magazine, TI's | Targeted Individuals, who have become targets of 
hybrid cognitive warfare, provide us with deep insights into how the highly 
sophisticated weapons technologies, programmes and structures operate.

However, the use of this warfare is not solely about eliminating individuals 
(whistleblowers, competitors, etc.) in an undetected and clandestine 
manner. The target is the ordinary citizen, entire populations. Are the events 
that have been unfolding before our eyes worldwide since 2020 hybrid, 
cognitive warfare in wild action, on a global level?! Is the objective to literally 
crush the (spiritual) backbone of all humanity, to subjugate it to the will of a 
small group of parasites, forever?!

As a TI who has painfully experienced the possibilities of the technology first 
hand, as well as the absolute contempt for humanity with which it is used, 
there is no doubt about it.
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Dr. Rauni Kilde’s Warning 
To Humanity

© Insights of Dr. Rauni Kilde,TI

Former Chief Medical Officer of Northern Finland,
Medical Doctor, Author, Activist, Political Insider

From her book, ‘Bright Light on Black Shadows’
published posthumously in 2015

The elite has plans to get rid of 2/3 of the world’s population with electro-
magnetic warfare, chemical warfare, and psychological warfare.

Mind control, MK, is listed as a ‘non-lethal weapon’ by the military. In 2002, 
the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) in 
Geneva, Switzerland, designated mind control as a weapon of mass 
destruction along with nuclear bombs. This technology links the brains of 
people via implanted microchips to satellites controlled by ground-based 
super-computers.

All the US military branches are involved in the development of the 
technology, in cooperation with civil institutions like the Department of 
Health, in what is known as the NEURAL NETWORK ASSOCIATION. At 
their 1991 conference, it was revealed that they submitted and endorsed 
over 1.000 projects in brain-computer technology at 350 medical centers, 
universities, etc.
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The best way to control people without their knowledge is through mind 
control. According to the CIA Director in 1972, mind control means a world 
where every thought, emotion, observation, and need is controlled.

Cybernetics, full neurological control and communication, has been in use 
since the 1940s without the knowledge of the public. The objectives are 
behavior modification and influencing mental and bodily functions, 
processes, and emotions remotely through computer-satellite links.

Directed Energy (DE) weapons, mostly EMF (electromagentic frequency) 
and acoustic weapons, act on the psyche and the body of human beings 
and all living creatures. They have been called by many names:

Psycho-physical weapons, weapons of information warfare, psychotronic 
weapons, cognitive weapons, neurological weapons, mind-invasive 
weapons, mind control and electronic harassment weapons, remote neural 
monitoring, active denial systems, weapons of electronic warfare, means of 
neuro-linguistic programming, means for behavior modification, means of 
influence technology, computerized brainwashing machines, devices to 
zombify people, means to induce mental and physical illness, means for 
hostile surveillance, people zappers, and weapons of mass destruction.

The Swedish military research (FOI) declares in their report of 
activities that their goal is to direct the cognitive functions of people 
for a lifetime.
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On July 21, 1994, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) proposed that 
‘non-lethal’ weapons be used against anyone engaged in activities that 
DOD opposed. That could include almost anyone. DOD’s potential enemies 
may be counter-cultural individuals, those with opposing political 
viewpoints, economic competitors, biological undesirables, etc.

From my point of view, the uses of this new technology philosophically are 
comparable to and amount to the Biblical Fall of man, the eviction from 
paradise. The all-encompassing thought-reading and mind-influencing 
capacity (of this technology) divides man into two encampments: Those few 
‘God-like’ people, who are allowed to use these means, and all others, 
whose freedom and free will is being taken away.

We have been very surprised to hear about school and shopping center 
shootings. How many realize that these are tests where mind control 
programming is used to create a human robot. The serial killer is himself a 
victim, being programmed to be an emotionless robot and following orders 
to kill. The real killers sit behind computers and send him electromagnetic 
beams to the brain.

The secret services and their sabotage and terror ‘departments’ are the 
biggest ‘terrorists’ in the world and work together with the mafia. That was 
the case even in World War II, as has been published decades ago.

More crimes against humanity have been committed under the shield of 
‘national security’ than the people can ever know, possibly even more than 
the mafia.

To label the (non-consensual) human experimentees, the victims of 
mind control, as paranoid-schizophrenic is a crime against humanity.
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GEOINT And The 
Automated Battlefield

© Insights of D.J. Welsh

From two D.J. Welsh YouTube interviews (2016)
on GEOINT (Geospatial intelligence)

and the Purpose and Scope Jade Helm 15

DJ Welsh (Level 9 News):

The Final Report of the 2014 GEOINT symposium, written by intelligence 
professionals regarding multi-INTElligence persistent surveillance – This is 
network centric warfare where each person is a human network node on the 
Global Information Grid (GIG).

Global data collection is being accelerated on every level. As far as this 
network centric-Artificial Intelligence system is concerned, you will be 
reduced to the sum total of the data collected on you. And that is the end 
game in the quest to control more than 7 billion people on the planet 
– ‘Mastering the Human Domain.’

They’re collecting everything. Their customers are the proponents of global 
government. Their adversaries appear to be the unbridled masses of 
humanity.
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This could also be considered gang stalking. From the perspective of 
intelligence and law enforcement agencies and corporations which use 
organized gang stalking as a secret and illegal weapon for subversion – the 
perfect operation in this context is one in which the target becomes 
progressively isolated, impoverished, emotionally degraded and eventually 
seeks what appears to be the only available outlet, suicide.

The Force Management Model (developed by MITRE Corps.): 
Government now perceives the American people as its greatest threat. 
Patriots will be classified as terrorists, and the terrorist government will be 
deemed patriots. PARKA can handle complex queries against large data 
dumps.

The Jade Helm II computer software is part of much a larger command and 
control system that goes beyond military applications. It’s called GEOINT; 
It’s global in scope – and everything regarding the internet, social platforms, 
etc. If something has the word smart in front of it, for example, smart grid, 
smart cities, smartphone, smart TV, smart appliances – all of these are 
plugged into the GIG (Geographic Information Grid).

GEOINT is a tool for the proponents of global government in order for them 
to cast a neural net over humanity.

How do you control 7 billion people? If you control the environment, 
they live in, you can control them.
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GEOINT is a complete, all-encompassing Command and Control system. 
When people are used as physical geo-located nodes on a network on a 
human terrain system. How do you remove that? Individuals can be 
removed as nodes. Just disconnect them. Erase their data and eliminate 
their connectivity to the GIG. Remove their relationships, communications, 
and earnings capability.

Where’s the central point for data collection?

The GIG (Geographic Information Grid) and these NSA data dump centers 
in Bluffdale, Utah. Threat assessment centers are global and an integral 
part of this program.

ABI (Activity Based Intelligence) gathered from open-source data 
(facebook, linkedin, internet, cloud computing, cloud storage) activities, 
transactions (physical and virtual), vulnerabilities and capabilities of 
individuals and groups across all domains of the operational environment. 
All collected data is geo-located to a specific spot on the earth and tied to 
you, the node.

The concept of humanity being managed and enslaved by an elite 
technocratic society is no longer a future vision. The network centric 
global A.I. system for human command and control is here.
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A subheading in their document states: “The process of sense making in 
complex human endeavors: This approach uses a set of cognitive 
constructs that translates tacit knowledge to the focal knowing of the 
objective world.”

How are they accomplishing this? They are mapping your mind. They are 
creating these maps with all of the information that’s being collected on 
everyone regarding every aspect of their lives. The macro-cognition 
component of the system is the process of dissecting the human domain.

Jade II AI computer software – it’s all network topography to optimize 
communication and data transfers. Everything, communications, 
everything, is tied in to the GIG.
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The software is being used now. Another command and control problem 
that this system is designed to handle is: “The enemy has always been able 
to adapt to a rapidly changing environment to hide itself from exposure. In 
order to adapt itself to combat this problem, the kill chain had to be 
compressed from hours to seconds. The system removes the administrative 
delay in the kill chain. It has no moral compass, no empathy, or regrets.” (It’s 
a computer program.)

“The system is designed to achieve dominance in cyberspace, cyber-power 
and cyber-strategy. This capability will continue to evolve even though key 
technical, social, and information trends begin to stabilize. It will capitalize 
on social engineering for offensive military and civilian operations.”

In other words, this is a technical approach to the (gang stalking) tactics 
employed in Nazi Germany by the Stasi, the Brown Shirts, and the SS. This 
is just a technological version of those social engineering tactics they used 
then.

“It’s a self-organizing, vision-capable, expectation-capable, recognition-
capable, situationally aware, emotionally intelligent, goal-oriented system. 
The system thinks, plans, and executes.”
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On Operation Stellar Wind

NSA’s Totalitarian GlobalBulk Data 

Acquisition Spying on Everyone

© Insights of William Binney, TI

NSA-Whistleblower

NSA (National Security Agency) decided that with bulk acquisition of data, 
US citizens would be the first to have (all) their information collected. The 
rest of the world are now being treated like US citizens.

This falls back to the principles of totalitarianism and how dictators have 
operated down through the centuries. It’s known what your people are doing 
and find the ones who are not conforming to what you want them to do and 
then get rid of them. And that’s fundamentally what this process does.

It gives them that kind of knowledge about everyone in the country. And if 
you start to speak up about some issue or something you get noticed and 
they have all that data already assembled on you. And they simply go 
compile it and look at it and see how they can influence you to do what they 
would conceive to be the right thing. So that’s how they use it against 
people. And you make sure that they know what you know about what 
they’ve got. So then they (the people) fear you and will conform to your 
wishes. And if they can’t find anything on you specifically, but they can find 
something on somebody you care about, then they’ll use that against you. 
These are standard KGB tactics also.
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President Obama is fundamentally attacking all whistleblowers as much as 
he can. He has prosecuted more whistleblowers than the entire set of 
presidents before him. He wants to silence them. He’s a constitutional 
lawyer, so he knows this is a direct violation of the constitution.

This goes back to Caesar Augustus. Anybody that opposed him – you 
needed to know about it first of all, and once that happened, they would 
disappear. The same was true of the Soviet Union or East Germany with the 
Stasi. If you said anything out of line, you ended up in jail or in a sanitarium 
or something or in a gulag somewhere. The same was true of the Nazis and 
the Gestapo and SS.

This is the way totalitarian states operate. This gathering knowledge about 
people and the entire population is a totalitarian procedure. This is the 
domestic threat that our Constitution and the oath of office we took was 
given to prevent. No other country in the world could have done to us what 
we have done to ourselves.

This is the time when all good Americans need to stand up and oppose this. 
These agencies are threatening what is fundamental to human rights 
everywhere. We have to ensure that we have some way of verifying and 
keeping these agencies in line.
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MONARCH Is The
New Phoenix Program

© Excerpt from: Marshall Thomas,
MONARCH: The New Phoenix Program, (2007)

The MONARCH program is the military’s weaponization of the CIA’s 
top-secret MK-ULTRA (and) other mind control experiments and 
programs.

The Vietnam War was the formative experience for a generation of CIA and 
military intelligence personnel involved in the Phoenix program. They 
viewed the military defeat in Vietnam as a betrayal on the home front, a loss 
of will by domestic political enemies, not a military failure against a 
nationalistic revolution fought as a guerilla war.

The Phoenix program, assassinating suspected VC (Vietcong) 
sympathizers in a systematic manner, worked well and is the blueprint for 
the current black operation (aka gang stalking) targeting thousands of loyal 
Americans using state of the art microwave and radio frequency radiation 
weapons. The motivation to suppress domestic dissidents and to 
assassinate loyal American opposition stems from the perception of dissent 
against the war as treason. This philosophy is stated very clearly in the 
‘Mind War’ (1980) paper written by Col. Michael Aquino.
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The Department of Defense has a huge stake in futuristic technology that 
kills by ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, leaving little or no trace. The 
indiscriminate killing of the Phoenix program continues on American soil.

The terms ‘soft kill’, ‘slow kill’, and ‘silent kill’ refer to the new way of killing 
the enemy in conflicts short of war and in small wars of the future. The 
counterinsurgency doctrine has now been applied to the home front so that 
the perceived betrayal of the military in Vietnam will not be repeated.

The generation of CIA and military intelligence led by Ted Shackley, Richard 
Helms, (CIA Director) William Casey, Maj. John Singlaub, Richard Secord, 
Maj. John B. Alexander, Col. Michael Aquino, Paul Vallilee and others have 
built the perfect beast, using selective assassination that leaves no trace. 
The ability to cull the human herd with ‘silent kill’ technology allows a few 
personalities to remake the entire society in their own image.

Extremely low frequency (ELF) technology slowly drives the target crazy 
with silent sound, similar to the CIA MK-ULTRA psychiatrist, Dr. Ewen 
Cameron’s, ‘psychic driving’ technique, used to break down the target’s 
personality. The new buzzwords at the Pentagon are ‘synthetic telepathy’ 
and ‘psychotronics.’
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Another means of attack on targets is the Smirnoff patent, that uses 
subliminal suggestion to manipulate human behavior. This patent was 
purchased by the remote viewing company, Psi Tech Corporation.

Military intelligence officers involved in developing these ‘non-lethal’ 
weapons also control Psi Tech. Emotional manipulation is accomplished 
using Dr. Michael Persinger’s work to remotely project emotional states that 
the brain entrains or locks onto and emulates.

One can broadcast rage or fear at an individual target to manipulate and 
control them. As if these methods were not enough to torture and murder 
people, add to this nightmarish toolbox, active gang stalking. CIA-created 
cults and other cause-oriented groups are used by actively harassing them 
in public in neutralization techniques described in counterintelligence 
operations manuals that are aimed at enemy agents.

In the race to develop a new weapon, it has always been necessary to test 
it on human beings. Perfecting the latest weapons designed to kill slowly 
and silently as well as perfecting the process of controlling the human mind 
are no different. Once the weaponry has been perfected on these few 
thousand people, the same techniques will be applied en mass to the 
general population and then to humanity as a whole.
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TI’s (Targeted Individuals) 
and Others

© Insights of Dr. Eric Karlstrom, TI

Webmaster: gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com

If you are a ‘Targeted Individual’ (TI) or as I prefer to call it ‘Targeted Citizen’ 
(TC), you have been secretly and extra-legally designated by unknown and 
unaccountable persons as an ‘Enemy of the State.’ The full resources of the 
State, including the civilian sector, are coordinated by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the FBI to slowly, silently, and secretly 
torture, terrorize, and kill you.

In other words, the Federal-State bureaucracy collectively termed the 
‘Interagency’, which includes the military, intelligence, paramilitary (police, 
private security and intelligence firms), academic, legal, and civilian sectors, 
is waging psychological, chemical, and electronic warfare against you. 
(See: New World War; Revolutionary Methods for Political Control by Mark 
M. Rich, 2011).
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As ‘Enemy of the State’, you are a non-person, very much like the 
‘detainees’ at Guantánamo Bay and the Palestinians. Your constitutionally 
guaranteed civil liberties and due process of law have been (illegally) 
stripped. You have been secretly enrolled in a highly covert program that 
intelligence services have developed over the past century to terrorize and 
eliminate political enemies, foreign spies, heads of state, journalists, 
‘dissidents’, critics of government, activists, etc. Unbeknownst to you, your 
name probably appeared on a classified, secret blacklist, such as the 
‘Terrorism Watch List’, before your targeting and torture began. Bottom line: 
Officially, you are now an ‘it’, a ‘target’, and no longer a legal person.

Rather, you are an (illegal) ‘covert operation’ to be executed by military, 
intelligence, civilian, and any number of non-governmental agencies on 
behalf of the State. You are a potential ‘contract’ for thousands of private 
security firms such as the FBI-spinoff InfraGard and the Israeli Mossad-
spinoff Black Cube. These and other mercenary and organized crime 
groups partner with the U.S. government, FBI, DHS, CIA, police agencies 
and others to wage the phony ‘war on terrorism’ against you and millions of 
other innocent civilians worldwide.

You may also be a non-consensual human guinea pig in one or several of 
the innumerable CIA-DARPA-Pentagon-funded weapons-testing and mind 
control programs and experiments now being carried out secretly and 
globally which involve hundreds to thousands of neuroscience-psychology-
biology-computer science departments at universities and medical facilities.
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‘Counter-terrorism’ is an integral part of the ‘National Security Enterprise’, 
the ‘Global War on Terrorism,’ and the Pentagon’s ‘Fourth Generation 
Warfare’/‘Revolution In Military Affairs’ (RMA). Most ‘targets’ are innocent 
civilians who have been designated as ‘enemies’ to help justify the multi-
trillion dollar ‘National Security’–‘Counter-terrorism’ corporate-military-
intelligence-police complex which drives the American economy as well as 
the global ‘terrorism’ economy (which also profits from arms and drugs 
sales, human trafficking, sex trafficking, child trafficking, etc.).

Since 9/11, some $9 trillion dollars in federal funds has been transferred 
from social programs to the National Security Establishment and over $6 
trillion in federal funds have been squandered to prosecute foreign wars of 
aggression under the pretext of ‘The War on Terrorism.’ These wars 
primarily benefit (greater) Israel and the corporate-military complex.
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Many Targeted Citizens (TCs) are unaware they are being targeted, 
tracked, and monitored via satellite and supercomputer and on-the-ground 
government and private security spies and community-based agents 
(CBA), informants, etc. They are unaware that their day-to-day activities are 
surveilled, manipulated, disrupted, and controlled by shadowy military 
special forces operatives and other government and private security 
agents, vigilantes, paid street thugs, and other ‘useful idiots’ and ‘useful idiot 
groups.’ They are unaware that hordes of mind and behavioral scientists at 
hundreds to thousands of universities and medical facilities are essential 
participants in these operations.

Regardless of his/her level of awareness, the TC’s life, freedom, and 
sovereignty are disrupted, controlled, and effectively, stolen through these 
operations. TCs now effectively inhabit an unreal, unsafe and false 
world, a virtual ‘electronic concentration camp.’

The invisible fence of this cage is comprised of lies, spies, ‘surveillance role 
players’, ‘spotters’, setups, covert ops, psyops, defamation campaigns, 
betrayal by friends and family, electronic assaults and manipulations, and 
scripted sabotage and street theater by strangers – all designed to 
psychologically break down the TC.
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As noted, many TCs are also ‘disposable subjects’ in (CIA) MK-ULTRA-
style ‘terminal experiments’ that involve torture and/or mind mapping/mind 
cloning from electromagnetic and neuro-weapons. 

Similar techniques were deployed against civilian populations by the Soviet 
Cheka and KGB, Russian FSB, East German Stasi, CIA-MI6-NATO’s 
Operation Gladio in Western Europe, FBI’s COINTELPRO, CIA’s MH-
CHAOS and Phoenix Program, etc. Similar technologies were recently 
deployed against American and Canadian diplomats in Cuba. Luke 
Harding, journalist with The Guardian, describes his own targeting by the 
Russian FSB (Federal Security Service) in his book: Mafia State (2011).

A 2003 Boston Globe article states that the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) plan is to recruit 100 million citizen-spies to fight the ‘War on 
Terrorism.’ Is it any wonder that unemployment in America today is at its 
lowest (3.9%) since 1969, when the FBI’s secret COINTELPRO, the CIA’s 
top-secret MH-CHAOS and Phoenix political spying/sabotage/murder 
programs and the CIA’s MK-ULTRA mind control programs were in full 
swing? Is it any wonder that America is falling apart? Effectively, CIA-DOD-
NSA-FBI-DHS, etc. are staging a covert civil war here.
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The history of Cybernetics is the history of the human brain project. It was 
developed as a collaboration between Military Research Agencies and 
major hospitals in the world.

Brains can be stolen and raped. The authorities do it!

On April 10, 1967, the New York Times editorial, Push-Button People, 
discussed the ongoing experiments and warned about the dangers of this 
technology. They also mentioned that probably there were countries in the 
world that had already planned to subjugate their people using this 
technique. Both the U.S. and Sweden were countries that had far-reaching 
plans to subjugate citizens beyond their knowledge in brain control 
systems.

The Phoenix Program in Vietnam in 1970 used this same brain technology 
to identify and mass murder 33,000 civilians who were identified, by the 
technology, as Vietcong sympathizers!

The Human Brain Project

© Insights of Robert Naeslund, TI

From a lecture on the Human Brain Project
by Robert Naeslund
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In 1977, the New York Times published 30 articles about the CIA’s brain 
control systems. The most important thing that was brought into light was 
that this project already had begun in the late 1940s, and that they had built, 
with this technology, a state within a state.

From New York Times editorial, August 5, 1977: Control CIA Not Behavior

“So we must add repugnant medical experimentation to the list of horror 
stories emerging from the CIA. It was no secret that the agency once hunted 
desperately for means to control human behavior. One objective was to 
program individuals so that they might do the agency’s bidding even to the 
point of ignoring such fundamental laws of human nature as self-
preservation. We are not sufficiently schooled in ethics to know how this 
differs from murder. There is no substitute for also holding their senior 
officials ethically and legally responsible as individuals for all activities. 
Even at this late date the country should be told who sanctioned such 
projects and how.”

A conference was held in 1986, March 13, about the issue of mind control 
at the Swedish Department of Justice. Swedish Justice Minister Sten 
Wickbon had invited some professors, researchers, and a few politicians.

One professor, Bengt Pernow, said that researchers from all over the world 
are coming to Sweden to experiment on humans because they don’t have 
the right to do that in their own countries. Because we here in Sweden have 
less protection for our Human Rights than other nations.

Many of those that sit in the EU parliament also have their brains 
incorporated into the defense departments’ supercomputer control systems. 
Of course, they become a type of puppet for the will of others.
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The European Commission’s Ethical Board wrote (2005):

“Brain-computer interface (BCI) or direct brain control are communication 
technologies: they take information from the brain and externalize it. … 
Contemporary society is confronted with changes that have to do with the 
anthropological essence of individuals. … To what extent might this 
technology be misused by the military? The Member States and their ethics 
councils have a responsibility to create conditions for education and 
constructive, informed debates in this area.”

Throughout the history of mankind, there has never existed anything more 
totalitarian. There has never been anything more anti-democratic. A 
dictatorship can never be greater than when its citizens’ brains are linked to 
computer control.

The State has become a cannibal, a rapist who is eating its citizens. 
Transforming us into biological manipulable components.

What happened during over 60 years of brain experimentation? Which 
doctors, professors, what institutions have been involved in the most anti-
democratic project that ever existed? By what kinds of methods has it been 
possible to keep it off the media and people’s attention? What is the role of 
the medical corporations? They are involved. What does the government 
say?

FOI’s (Sweden’s DOD/DARPA) supercomputers must be turned off. We are 
all about to become the State’s lab rats and chip-regulated behavior-skulls.
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Electromagnetic weapons operate at the speed of light; they can kill, torture 
and enslave; but the public are largely unaware that they exist, because 
these weapons operate by stealth and leave no physical evidence.

Electromagnetic weapons have been tested on human beings since 1976. 
By widely dispersing the involuntary human test-subjects, and vehemently 
attacking their credibility, it has been possible for the United States to 
proceed with these human experiments unhindered by discussions or 
criticisms, let alone opposition.

This ultimate weapon system is currently being deployed in Iraq. The US Air 
Force and the Marine Corps refer to it as ‘active denial technology’, as if it 
were used purely for defense, but it is not.

© Insights of Harlan Girard, TI

From: ‘Bio-electromagnetic Weapons: The Ultimate Weapon’ 
(Girard, 2007) and ‘A Current US Program

of Involuntary Human Experimentation’ (2005)

Bio-electromagnetic Weapons:

The Ultimate Weapon
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There is only one electromagnetic spectrum. The US military has 
weaponized the non-ionizing radiation below the visible range, the 
microwaves and radio waves that are used in mobile phones and 
telecommunications. The US government has strenuously denied that there 
could be health hazards from non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation, both 
as a defense of the involuntary human research it has been conducting for 
many years but has not yet acknowledged, and to dissuade other countries 
from developing similar weapons.

In 1959, Saul B. Sells, a professor of social psychology at a minor US 
university submitted a proposal to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to 
build for them the most sophisticated electroencephalography machine that 
would have an integral computational capacity to analyze and, hopefully, 
make sense of the brain waves it recorded. In other words, the professor 
proposed to make a machine that could tell the CIA what a person was 
thinking, whether or not the person wished to disclose that information.

The CIA approved the project in 1960, adding some library research with 
five objectives. The fifth objective of the research was, ‘Techniques for 
Activating the Human Organism by Remote Electronic Means’.

The entire assignment was thereafter known as MK-ULTRA subproject 119, 
MK-ULTRA being the CIA’s notorious mind control program. It was based on 
the erroneous notion that the Soviets already possessed the means to 
control minds and the US had to catch up as rapidly as possible.
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In 1973, Joseph C. Sharp, an experimental psychologist at Walter Reed 
Army Institute of Research performed an experiment that was pivotal to the 
development of the torture equipment being shipped to Iraq today. He had 
James Lin set up equipment in his laboratory which converted the shape of 
sound waves into microwave radiation that enabled him to hear himself 
vocalize the names of the numbers from one to ten in his head, by-passing 
the mechanism of his own ears. This particular experiment was never 
published but is mentioned in Lin’s book, ‘Microwave Auditory Effects and 
Applications’, published in 1978.

The experiment has been confirmed in US Patent 6 587 729, ‘Apparatus for 
Audibly Communicating Speech Using the Radio Frequency Hearing 
Effect’. This patent is for an improved version of the apparatus used in the 
1973 laboratory experiment, issued on July 1, 2003, and assigned to the 
Secretary of the Air Force. It provides scientific evidence that it is possible 
to hear threatening voices in one’s head without suffering from paranoid 
schizophrenia.

The equipment that produces synthetic telepathy is sometimes referred to 
as ‘influence technology’. While voices and visions, daydreams and 
nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon system, 
it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal 
range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major organ 
failure or even death, and interfering with normal functioning of any of the 
human senses.

In other words, any of the tortures with which the words Guantánamo 
Bay have become synonymous can be achieved by remote, electronic 
means.
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When George Herbert Walker Bush became president (in 1989), the 
incidence of co-worker killings in the post offices became so great that the 
expression ‘going postal’ began to replace the commonly used expression 
of ‘going crazy’. The killing of co-workers in other workplaces began to 
command more media attention too.

I estimate that the cost of imprisoning a human being in his/her own body 
and applying unremitting torture is US $5.000.000 to $10.000.000 a year. 

By ‘unremitting torture’ I mean exactly that. Because there is no visible 
evidence left by this new torture equipment such as damage to the skin, it 
is possible to torture the involuntary human subjects for 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year. This can be done and is being done even on Christmas and 
Easter.

Torture is a labor-intensive business. What objective would justify this 
investment? Could it be something as insane as to rule the world by 
enslaving the democratic governments of the more populous 
countries?
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In 1952, when electronic implants were placed in the brain and teeth for 
tracking, behavior and mind control, conditioning, programming, and covert 
operations, it became necessary to hide the technology, Electrical 
Stimulation of the Brain (ESB) and implants during surgery or abduction 
from the public because of the Nuremburg Code, which prohibits 
involuntary medical experimentation on humans.

The DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual) for Psychiatry was created in 
20 languages. Today, it lists the symptoms created by four methods used on 
unsuspecting targets (electronic, chemical, or bacteriological, and 
psychological warfare experiments) as signs of paranoid schizophrenia.

All medical schools teach that one is mentally ill if they hear voices in their 
heads, feel they are surveilled, poisoned, beamed with microwaves, 
listened to via radios, telephone, loudspeakers, or TV, feel that their 
thoughts are read and responded to by strangers, and if they experience 
paranormal phenomena. The alternative diagnosis that the individual is a 
victim of mind control is never taught. Neither is the fact that the 
technologies to create such symptoms have existed for 50 years without 
public knowledge.

Electromagnetic
Neuro-telecommunications
and Cybernetics

© Insights of Dr. Rauni Kilde, TI

Poster Presentation presented at 33rd International Congress 
on Military Medicine, Helsinki, Finland, June 30, 2000,

by Dr. Rauni Kilde
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The public is unaware, for example, that electrical activity of the visual 
cortex of a subject’s brain can be mapped out from images of the subject’s 
brain that appear on video monitors. Operatives see what the surveillance 
subjects’ eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen, and images 
can be inserted into the subject’s brain while they are in REM sleep for 
programming purposes. Two-way electronic brain link-up is done by 
remotely monitoring audio/visual information while transmitting sound to the 
auditory cortex that bypasses the ears and transmitting faint images to the 
visual cortex that bypass the optic nerves and eyes.

Nanotechnology computers are a generation ahead of present academic 
computer technology. There has been a Signals Intelligence Network since 
1940 in the USA. And the Russian ‘Woodpecker’ signal has been beamed 
against Americans since in the 1960s. In Moscow, Russia, high-frequency 
beams of radiation directed at the American Embassy caused malaise, 
irritability and extreme fatigue. These effects are not temporary and include 
cataracts, blood changes that induce heart attacks, malignancies, 
circulatory problems, and permanent deterioration of the nervous system.

Today, the sudden attack of flu symptoms (without virus) or epileptic attack 
can be remotely induced in electronic warfare and an ‘amnesia beam’ can 
be used to cause a sudden blank-out of memory of a target (Targeted 
Individual or TI) who is giving a public presentation.
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The latest technology includes cloning of EEG (electroencephalograms) 
and isolating an emotional cluster signature. The frequency/amplitude 
cluster is synthesized, stored on another computer and each negative 
emotion (fear, shame, envy, terror, hate, indifference, despair, frustration, 
anger, jealousy, pity, angst, embarrassment, remorse, anxiety, rage, guilty, 
resentment, sadness, etc.) is properly tagged and then placed on the silent-
sound carrier frequencies. These frequencies will silently trigger the same 
basic emotions in another human being.

According to a Defense Intelligence (DIA) report, ‘Controlled Offensive 
Behavior’ (1972), the most bizarre threat is the ‘Apport’ technique, which is 
a form of astral projection where the ‘energy body’ is transported to a 
remote site, where it de-materializes an object, transports it back, and re-
materializes it. In this form of psychotronic warfare, electromagnetic fields 
and Apport phenomena mentioned in the DIA report have caused PH 
objects to pass through solid walls. The goal may be to use neural 
resonance to suppress psychic abilities via EG microwaves of the general 
population, as in Project Tower conducted in 1990.

Neural degeneration and DNA resonance modification can be achieved with 
the cellular telephone system and ELF (extremely low frequency) 
modulation. The two types of modulation that are biologically important are 
pulsed modulation and amplitude modulation. Modulation is the secret of 
transmitting information by electromagnetic fields, mobile phones, and new 
street lamps with micro-processors at malls, parks, streets, metro stations, 
etc.
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Silent sound technology used in the First Gulf War was very successful. Our 
brain has specific frequencies for each voluntary movement called 
‘preparatory sets’. Specific ‘preparatory sets’ are encoded on microwave 
beams. Paralysis can be achieved and missing time can be induced with 
RHIC and EDOM (Radio-hypnotic Intra-cerebral Control and Electronic 
Dissolution of Memory). These methods can be used when the UFO 
question is used as a testing ground for electronic warfare or programmed 
assassins. Dr. Ross Adey found out that 0.75 MW/cm2 pulse intensities can 
be used to control all aspects of human behavior.

In the United Kingdom, police have been granted the exclusive use of the 
450 MHz microwave range. Microwave phones cause the neurons to 
release calcium ions which make the user tired and irritable, and when 
stressed, prone to emotional outbursts. ELF signals can cause cancer by 
modifying the function of the RNA transferences so that amino acid 
sequences are scrambled and produce unnatural proteins.

The greatest threats to our privacy are synthetic telepathy and the ability to 
scan our brains and read our minds using maser beams from a distance. 
Synthetic telepathy detects the 15 Hz 5 milliwatt auditory cortex brain 
emissions that are linked with the excitation potentials in the brain that are 
associated with sub-vocalized thoughts.
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New technology involving low frequency microwaves and RP can scan 
through walls and look inside people’s bodies as well. This allows computer-
controlled targeting of specific centers in the victim’s brain even when he is 
walking inside the house. Microwave radiation excites the hydrogen bonds 
in the cell and can interfere with meiosis. This causes cell division to 
malfunction and leads to cancerous cells and hence, tumors.

The testing period of implanting certain groups of people (soldiers at war, 
prisoners, mental patients, handicapped children, the deaf and blind, single 
women, homosexuals, etc.) is over. Today, anyone can be targeted and 
plans to microchip and control the whole world population through brain-
satellite- computer links are far advanced.

The Swedish State Report SOU 1972:47 reveals a lot and Director General, 
Jan Freese of Sweden’s DATA INSPECTION for 13 years states that the 
elderly in Old People’s Homes were targeted in the mid-1980s.
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On July 21, 1994, the US Department of Defense (DOD) proposed that 
‘nonlethal’ weapons be used against anyone engaged in activities that they 
opposed. That could include almost anything and anyone. Mind control 
technology is classified under ‘non-lethal weapons’. DOD’s potential 
enemies may be counter-culture individuals, those with opposing political 
views, economic or financial competitors, biological undesirables, etc.

There is evidence that some (civil-military gang stalking) organizations have 
moved against these people or groups, slandering, harassing, and even 
killing without adequate cause or sanction.

Secret neuro-telecommunication, cybernetics, and electronic warfare 
capabilities can lead to abuse by unethical people in positions of power.

Globus 2 in Vardo, northern Norway, operating since 1999, and HAARP
(High Active-Frequency Auroral Research Project) in Alaska are of great 
concern because of their long-distance capabilities to influence both global 
weather and the human mind and behavior.

“He who controls the human mind controls the world.”
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Bio-medical telemetry has long been thought to be impossible by the 
majority of people and has been relegated to science fiction. The fact is that 
scientists developed this technology into reality at least thirty years ago and 
started experiments with unwitting people.

By means of two-way radio communication, called telemetry or remote 
control, one can send a wavelength round trip to a brain transmitter in a 
person’s head. The wavelength streams through the brain and returns to a 
computer, where all aspects of a human being’s life are uncovered and 
analyzed.

During the 1960s, brain transmitters as small as a half of a cigarette filter 
made it possible for doctors to implant them into unwitting patients during 
operations easily and without surgery via the nostrils.

© Insights of Robert Naeslund, TI

Bio-Medical Telemetry
Mind Control
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To analyze an EEG in a computer instead of a printer gives a whole new 
perspective on what can be concluded. The receipt of mental 
manifestations as thoughts and visual impressions or feelings, behavior and 
psychological reactions can be continually registered. Bio-medical 
telemetry has made it possible for medical scientists and the state to 
observe the person deeper and more completely than what the individual 
can possibly do himself.

Through analysis and programmed computers, even affects and changes in 
a person’s physical and mental status can be created.

Quotes from ‘Physical Control of the Mind: Toward a Psycho-Civilized 
Society’ by professor J. Delgado (1966):

“By electrical stimulation of specific cerebral structures, movements can be 
induced by radio command, hostility may appear or disappear, social 
hierarchy can be modified, sexual behavior may be changed, and memory, 
emotions, and the thinking process may be influenced by remote control.”

“Transmitters have no batteries, are activated by radio, and can be used for 
life, so that the brain can be stimulated indefinitely.”
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Quote from ‘Bio-Medical Telemetry’ by Dr. Stuart Mackay:

“The possibilities by bio-medical telemetry are limited only by the 
imagination of the investigator.”

From P.M. Persson, Swedish Defense Research Institution, FOA, 1965:

“Distances were not a problem, since long wavelengths could travel globally 
at the speed of light. Liquid crystals which are injected directly into the 
bloodstream and fasten themselves to the brain have been developed in the 
last ten years. It works on the same principle as the usual transmitter and 
uses the same technology and contains the same possibilities. An essential 
part of biotelemetry encompasses the transmission of data. This occurs 
mostly with help from a surgically implanted transmitter. The technology has 
been developed quite extensively in medical research.”

From Publishers Weekly’s review of ‘The Mind Stealers’ by Samuel 
Chavkin:

“Telemetry for the surveillance of every citizen is on the drawing boards. 
That mind control techniques could become standard equipment of 
government, prison and police departments is backed by a forceful 
documentation.”
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Biotelemetry, neurological communication and control methods have been 
used for decades and the mental and physical health effects after the year 
2000 are discussed. The objectives of achieving behavior modification and 
influencing bodily and brain functions and mental and emotional processes 
remotely and wirelessly through COMPUTER-SATELLITE-LINKS have 
been achieved. Methods used in this research are literature surveys and 
experimentation.

The astronauts were implanted with microchips so all their body functions, 
feelings, thoughts, dreams and even subconscious could be continuously 
seen and monitored from earth.

Neuro-Electromagnetic
Telecommunication

© Insights of Dr. Rauni Kilde, TI

Poster Presentation Abstract at a RCTIC Symposium on
Mechanics of Memory and Memory Disorder, March 17-18, 2001

by Dr. Rauni Kilde
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Supercomputer screen of over 200 billion bits/sec override human thought 
of 5.000 bits/second, 152 micro millimeter diameter chips also create a 
computer generated visualization based upon the user request. They are 
usually situated in the cochleas or optic nerve or temporal frontal lobe or 
placed via endoscopic transsphenoidal pituitary surgery or subcutaneously.

During a checkout of the laser machine in DISCOVERY, it began eliminating 
pulses of 10 bits/second rate which is within the frequency of the human 
brain’s alpha wave range. Microchips operate with a low frequency radio 
wave aimed at it through satellite, and the implanted person can be located 
anywhere. Two-way radio communication controls the subject.

CONCLUSIONS: The neuro-electronmagnetic wireless control is 
successful technology and shows that microwaves can cause healthy 
persons to hear voices and motion, and emotions and behavior can be 
directed by electrical forces.

The European Parliament has in its Resolution on Environment, Security, 
and Foreign Policy (28 Jan. 1999) suggested it is necessary to introduce a 
global ban on all developments and deployments which might enable any 
form of manipulation of human beings. The RHIC/EDOM system (Radio-
hypnotic Intra-cerebral Control and Electronic Dissolution of Memory) is of 
utmost importance today and is being used with military and intelligence 
operations in NATO countries.
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Globalizing CIA
No-Touch Torture

© Insights of Cheryl Welsh, Attorney, TI

From: ‘Making Sense Of Mind Control and No-Touch Torture:
In Contravention of Conventional Wisdom’

by Cheryl Welsh  

The history of CIA torture runs parallel to CIA neuroscience-based mind 
control research and also CIA ‘non-lethal’ weapons research. This is 
important because mind control allegations include descriptions of 
techniques that sound like all three CIA programs. It is possible that the 
related cold war CIA ‘no-touch’ torture, ‘non-lethal’ weapons and 
neuroscience-based mind control programs have co-mingled for 
intelligence uses.

‘Non-lethal’ weapons are another outcome of CIA behavior control 
research. Steven Aftergood wrote about the initial stages of ‘non-lethal’ 
weapons in the September/October 1994 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists: 

“Details about programs to develop so called ‘non-lethal’ weapons are 
slowly emerging from the U.S. government’s secret ‘black budget’. The 
concept of ‘non-lethal’ weapons is not new; the term appears in heavily-
censored CIA documents dating from the 1960s.”
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Dr. Barbara Hatch-Rosenberg described nonlethal weapons in ’Non-lethal’ 
weapons may violate treaties’ (on page 45):

“Many of the ‘non-lethal’ weapons under consideration utilize infrasound or 
electromagnetic energy (including lasers, microwave or radio-frequency 
radiation, or visible light pulsed at brain-wave frequency) for their effects. 

These weapons are said to cause temporarily or permanent blindingly, 
interference with mental processes, modification of behavior and emotional 
response, seizures, severe pain, dizziness, nausea and diarrhea, or 
disruption of internal organ functions in various other ways.”
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In ‘A Question of Torture: CIA Interrogation, From the Cold War to the War 
On Terror’, Professor Alfred McCoy explained:

“CIA Paradigm: In its clandestine journey across continents and decades, 
this distinctly American form of psychological torture would prove elusive, 
resilient, adaptable and devastatingly destructive, attributes that have 
allowed it to persist up to the present and into the future.

1. Elusive: Unlike its physical variant, psychological torture lacks clear 
signs of abuse and easily eludes detection, greatly complicating any 
investigation, prosecution, or attempt at prohibition.

2. Resilient: Psychological torture is shrouded in a scientific patina that 
appeals to policy makers and avoids the obvious physical brutality 
unpalatable to the modern public.

3. Adaptable: In forty years since its discovery, the Agency’s psychological 
paradigm has proved surprisingly adaptable, with each sustained 
application producing innovations.

4. Destructive: Although seemingly less brutal than physical methods, the 
CIA’s ‘no touch’ torture actually leaves searing psychological scars. Victims 
often need long treatment to recover from a trauma many experts consider 
more crippling than physical pain.”
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These characteristics also apply to ‘non-lethal’ weapons and neuroscience-
based mind control. All three are emerging state tools of the future and can 
neutralize the enemy by controlling the behavior of the enemy.

A 2005 book entitled, ‘Torture, Does it Make Us Safer? Is It Ever OK?’ was 
co-published with Human Rights Watch. Some general reasons for why 
governments use torture as a state tool include the following. 

Governments torture because it is a way to obtain coerced confessions. The 
confessions can be used for propaganda purposes. Torture serves a variety 
of state purposes: “to terrorize certain elements of the population, to instill 
a climate of fear in the public more generally, and to break key leaders and 
members of these groups, uncovering their networks.” Another purpose of 
torture is to “obtain intelligence by any means,” “annihilate subversives,”
and “eliminate the enemy.”

Neuroweapons include the CIA’s still classified neuroscience-based mind 
control research, ‘no touch’ torture and non-lethal weapons. All three are 
emerging state tools of the future that can reliably neutralize the enemy 
psychologically or without killing. All are ideal for counterinsurgency 
warfare, psychological operations and intelligence operations. The 
characteristics of ‘no touch’ torture, non-lethal weapons and neuroscience-
based mind control make them more inhumane than the atomic bomb.
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Mind Control Symptoms

© Insights of Cheryl Welsh, TI and Ms. Soleilmavis

I. The addendum of Gloria Naylor’s novel, 1996, includes this 
description of some of the most commonly reported mind control 
symptoms:

“Victims are subjected to various kinds of harassment and torture, twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a week, for years on end. Most believe that 
some type of technology can remotely track, target, and control every nerve 
in their bodies. Heart and respiration rate can speed up and slow down, and 
stomach and bowel functions are regulated. Illnesses and all types of pain 
can turn on and off in an instant. Microwave burns are reported.
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Sleep deprivation is common and dreams are manipulated. Victims say, 
“They (whoever is targeting them) can see through my eyes, what I see.”
Sometimes victims describe seeing the images of projected holograms. 
Thoughts can be read. Most victims describe a phenomenon they call 
‘street theater’. For example, people around the victim have repeated 
verbatim, the victim’s immediate thoughts, or harassive and personalized 
statements are repeated by strangers wherever the victim may go.

Emotions can be manipulated. Microwave hearing, known to be an 
unclassified military capability of creating voices in the head, is regularly 
reported. Implanted thoughts and visions are common, with repetitive 
themes that can include pedophilia, homophobia and degradation. Victims 
say it is like having a radio or TV in your head. Less frequently, remote and 
abusive sexual manipulation is reported. Almost all victims say repetitive 
behavior control techniques are used and include negative stimulus-
response or feedback loops.”
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II. From Cheryl Welsh: ‘List of Mind Control Symptoms’ (2003), from 
her Mindjustice Homepage.

The following are common Mind Control Symptoms:

Microwave hearing, Transmission of specific commands into the 
subconscious, Visual disturbances, Visual hallucinations, Inject words/
numbers into the brain via electromagnetic radiation waves, Manipulation of 
emotions, Reading thoughts remotely, Causing pain to any nerve of the 
body.

Remote manipulation of human behavior from space, Harassment, Stress 
symptoms such as helicopters flying overhead, Seeing, as in a camera, 
through your eyes (i.e. to see what you see exactly), Control of sleep 
patterns.

Computer-brain interface, control and communication, Complex control of 
the brain such as retrieving memories, implanting personalities.

In this article, Cheryl Welsh documents that each of these symptoms 
coincide with proven scientific capabilities.
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III. From ‘Mind Control with Electromagnetic Frequency’ (January, 
2015 article by Ms. Soleilmavis)

According to an anonymous survey (a result on December 19, 2009) for 296 
mind control victims all over the world, including 130 females and 166 
males, 71% of all victims had completed a college degree, with 14% of all 
victims attaining a Master or a Doctor degree.

The symptoms victims experienced as a possible result of this technology 
include:

(1) Hot and Cold Flashes - 50%, (2) Nausea - 51%, (3) Severe sweating - 
40%, (4) Induced Sleep - 65%, (5) Sleep deprivation - 79%, (6) Extreme 
Fatigue - 69%, (7) Blurred Vision - 57%, (8) Sensations of pain in internal 
organs - 62%, (9) Sensations of pain in backbone, arms, legs, and muscles 
- 59%, (10) Numbness and tingling, Paresthesias, Loss of sensation - 49%.

(11) Muscle Cramps/Spasms/tension - 56%, (12) Sudden Headaches - 
64%, (13) Irregular Heartbeat - 61%, (14) False Heart Attacks - 39%, (15) 
Tooth Pain - 50%, (16) Diarrhea. - 44%, (17) Acute inflammation/
autoimmunity reactions - 25%, (18) Autoimmune disorders like 
Fibromyalgia - 17%, (19) Urinary tract infections - 18%, (20) Skin problems 
and skin irritations - 50%.
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(21) Change in growing of hair and nails - 32%, (22) Female problems 
which eventually lead to hysterectomy - 8%, (23) Cancer - 4%, (24) Fevers 
- 23%, (25) Flulike Symptoms/Sneezing - 43%, (26) Dizziness or Loss of 
Balance - 55%, (27) Sudden loss of consciousness - 31%, (28) Benign or 
Malignant Tumors - 8%, (29) Sensation of Electric Current Running through 
the Body - 54%, (30) Induced Thoughts/telepathic communication, 
messages - 65%.

(31) Hearing ‘voices’ (reception of auditory acoustic weapon transmissions 
or similar) - 68%, (32) Seeing ‘Holograms’ - 42%, (33) Dream Manipulation 
- 71%, (34) Artificial Emotions (induced fear, anger, shame, joy, hate, 
sadness) - 68%, (35) Sudden ‘unexpected’ Sexual Arousal - 54%, (36) 
Genital manipulation - 55%, (37) Induced Smells - 52%, (38) Sudden 
extreme mood swings (depression/euphoria) - 48%, (39) Induced pleasure-
aversion reactions towards people or objects - 45%, (40) Making you say 
things (forced speech) - 46%.

(41) General behaviour control in some situations - 50%, (42) Manipulation 
of Memory (forgetting/remembering/screen memories) - 67%, (43) Remote 
steering of eye movements - 39%, (44) Remote steering of body 
movements/motor control - 43%, (45) Virtual reality experiences while 
awake - 35%.

50% of all victims have been forced to accept psychiatric treatment, 
which has had no positive effects.
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Weaponized Biophysics 
And Neuroscience

© Insights of Cheryl Welsh, TI

From: ‘The Secret 1950s Discovery Of The Code of the Brain’,
by Cheryl Welsh (1998)

Stanford University Professor, Dr. Karl Pribram stated in: ‘Rethinking Neural 
Networks; Quantum Fields and Biological Data’ (1993) that:

“Multiple Personality – Personality is a consistent pattern of responses to 
stimuli and situations. In QND (Quantum Neural Dynamics), the personality 
of the stochastic filter is determined by the locally homotopic mappings of 
experience onto the neural domain and by the configuration of 
discontinuities between homotopic domains. A conscious train of thought 
consists of a well-formed wave packet propagating within the neural domain 
in response to the combination of inputs from a number of sources, 
including the sensory apparatus and the outputs of other domains at various 
levels of abstraction.

When the probability density corresponding to this wave packet produces 
an expectation that does not compare well with the actual ensemble of 
inputs, the result is a potential field gradient (or ‘barrier’, if it is sufficiently 
steep) that deflects the wave packet toward states associated with less 
prediction error. Suppose that when the network’s personality is being 
formed, it experiences a deliberately consistent ‘diabolical’ training in which 
certain common experiences are interrupted with frustrating or painful 
intervention.
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QND learning will encode the painful experience on the trajectory so that it 
will be properly predicted as a consequence of the prior experience. 
(Incidentally, QND learning models classical conditioning even though it is 
simple Hebbian, because of the causal dynamics of the Schroedinger 
equation.) Whenever the common experience subsequently occurs without 
the intervention of the diabolical agent, the extreme difference between the 
expected punishment and the benign experience drives the conscious wave 
packet away from the states where the pain was stored.

This ‘avoidance’ has two consequences, one obvious and the other subtle. 
The obvious effect is that the deflected wave packet will generate an altered 
behavior pattern. The subtle effect is that the neurons where the painful 
patterns are encoded will be prevented from receiving enough probability to 
allow the patterns to be corrected.

Now suppose that the diabolical training is ‘extensive’, both figuratively and 
literally. That is, suppose that it succeeds in placing other avoidance 
patterns into a geometry that surrounds and isolates a large cognitive 
domain from the rest of the neural network. Subsequently, wavepackets that 
form in that domain will be trapped there, and that domain will then develop 
a personality that is distinct from the personality of the exterior domain. But 
the entrapment is not permanent: Quantum tunneling provides a 
mechanism for penetration of the barrier, after which another distinct 
personality emerges.”



One stated goal of the early CIA mind control programs, Bluebird, Artichoke, 
MK-ULTRA and others, was to create an ‘exploitable alteration of 
personality’, in other words, to create multiple personality disorder (MPD) 
now called dissociative identity disorder in human subjects, so that these 
subjects could be utilized as programmed assassins (the Manchurian 
candidate), sex slaves, couriers, super-spies, etc in intelligence operations 
(i.e., multiple personal).

Splitting of a normal whole personality into multiple sub-alter personalities 
that can be programmed for intelligence purposes generally requires 
application of trauma-based mind control techniques, such as extreme pain, 
rape, etc. to the subject.

Apparently, Dr. Karl Pribram’s repeated reference to ‘diabolical training’ 
refers to trauma based mind control techniques (i.e. torture) applied to 
subjects remotely and electronically. In this manner, he is indicating that 
human subjects can be rendered programmable via electromagnetic means 
– and he is explaining how this occurs.

Fourthly, we can speculate that the psychological attacks, the street theatre 
attacks from surveillance role players in combination with the ‘non-lethal’ 
and neuroweapons attacks on ‘targets’ comprise this diabolical training 
trauma based mind control and are key elements in the strategy to remotely 
program ‘targets’ so that they become bio-robotized slaves, that is, ‘assets’ 
of the intelligence agencies.

Note by Dr. Eric Karlstrom, TI,
Webmaster:gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com
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We are living in an era where everything is controlled by the elite and 
intelligence agencies and those opposing their tyranny are eliminated with 
mind controlled, micro-chipped patsies or false-flag suicide or accidents or 
induced illnesses.

The organization that rules the world today behind the scenes is the ‘New 
World Order’, Illuminati with the Star of David, CIA, FBI, British Intelligence, 
and their local lackeys.

Their goal is the next generation as biological robots. And the middle 
class has to be eliminated.

The Organization

© Insights of Dr. Rauni Kilde, TI

From her Book: ‘Bright Light on Dark Shadows’, 2015
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Who controls the USA and UK?

Global secret government organization rules the world behind the scenes. 
Many things point to Jewish sources. Banking, political figureheads, 
Hollywood movies, TV, radio, press ownerships internationally. Parts of 
armies and intelligence organizations are recruited to ‘secret government’ 
with many high political figures from heads of state to big industry.

They run the world with tens of thousands of recruits who are their errand 
boys all over the world. High-ranking officers, judges, politicians, members 
of Parliaments, EU. Some members of intelligence services, police, 
commerce and ministries work for this organization along with their daily 
duties. Mafia is strongly involved, so is drug industry from South and North 
America – that is how they get their money to run the show. Arms sales, 
antique and art industry are among other money-making businesses.

They never run out of money; organized crime pays very well today. With 
legal corruption rings, they seldom get convicted – and always get out 
quickly when the media has lost interest in the case. The Organization is an 
alliance which can use nuclear arms privately, target airplanes with their 
unbelievable laser signal technology for testing totally unknown to the 
masses and mediocratic academic population. Evidence suggests they 
already went to the moon in the 1950s – but the general population is kept 
in the dark about the incredible technology that exists today. Occasionally 
some leaks are let out about technologies that have been secretly in use 
since the 1940s and 1950s.
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These include man-made UFOs, optic fibers, laser guns, weekly travels to 
the moon, holographic projections, electromagnetic weapons and bio-
telemetric methods – all of which are like Hebrew to the general population 
and uninformed academics. Those with cosmic top-secret security 
clearances can get information about today’s technology – like the cloning 
of humans. In 1977, it took 14 months to clone a human; today, it is much 
faster. But Scandinavian scientists still believe it is impossible and will take 
another 20 years to develop.

It is a crime against humanity to keep this kind of information secret. Front 
organizations like the Bilderberg Group, the Trilateral Commission, the 
Council on Foreign Relations, the Club of Rome, the Committee of 300, etc. 
are only facades for the real controllers of the world. Members of these 
groups, with a few exceptions, have no idea of the criminality involved in the 
system they serve. Some, involved in drug trafficking through the 
intelligence organizations and mafia, can be considered the biggest 
criminals in the world – secretly of course. The mafia’s activities are based 
on deception and continuous suspicion. Its international cooperation exists 
only in drug trafficking and it wants to remain invisible. However, it is, of 
course, interested in individual politicians, which can be pressured to 
cooperate.

The real ‘secret government’, ‘THE ORGANIZATION’, works on all levels of 
society and mass media and different political powers and organized crime 
They have their men in every political party, in every important industry, 
community, state office, insurance company, hospital, post office, bank, 
church, department store, fire department, taxing organization and of 
course, the military and intelligence services and legal circles.
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Small shop owners are recruited to observe their customers. Neighbors are 
recruited to spy on their friends, students and school-boys and -girls to spy 
on their teachers and classmates, etc. In Finland it was released that the 
STASI, the East German intelligence organization, had recruited university 
professors as its agents. Every level of society is covered – from the 
garbage man to the highest levels of government. There is absolutely no 
lack of resources! Huge drug money profits take care of that.

Intelligence agencies are involved in drug trafficking, the CIA being the 
biggest drug dealer in the world according to some intelligence sources.

Intelligence agencies infiltrate everything from left to right. From women’s 
organizations to UFO groups to cults. They use terrorism, Satanism, 
sabotage, disinformation and media outlets. They recruit the fieldworkers, 
old pensioners, invalids, handicapped, wheelchair patients, teenagers, 
housewives, etc. for neighborhood espionage. No one suspects them until 
it is too late. Jobless workers, outpatients from mental hospitals, released 
prisoners, motorcycle gangs, immigrants, non-white races are recruited. 
They become soldiers for ‘The Organization’. For their sabotage, threats, 
thefts, and psychological terror, they get promotions and points.
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Victim’s relatives, acquaintances and friends will be recruited to cooperate 
with intelligence services. This happens with the help of pressure and is 
generally not difficult.

Intelligence agencies activities or counter-intelligence activities against the 
immigrant, which is the target, last throughout his whole life.

Target groups are also military research, research in chemistry, rocket 
technology and computers, medical research, especially cancer research. 
Recruiting scientists goes the same way as with others. Material which is 
received this way is bought with money. There are also ideological reasons 
and also pressure can be used. Pressure can happen with infidelity, hidden 
homosexuality or with bribes which have been given. Threats against family 
and relatives make many bow down.

Intelligence services infiltrate also cultural life, e.g. journalists and authors. 
The meaning is to recruit persons who work also in other countries, persons 
who are there to form opinions.
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On Recruits (Perps)

© Insights of Dr. Rauni Kilde, TI

From her Book: ‘Bright Light on Black Shadows’, 2015

Recruits show their rank by greeting one another with hand signals. One 
finger placed on the temple indicates a soldier. Two fingers, three four, etc. 
show your status. They use military ranks, and the highest levels greet one 
another with Freemasonic hand signals. Female soldiers are much used.

Recruitment is often very easy: Money buys most of them. Otherwise, 
blackmail is used. They find out everything about a person who is a target, 
including everything about their childhood, school years, friends, and 
neighbors. Then they start spreading nasty rumors and lies, trying to make 
the person look ugly and paranoid. Fear recruits many. They use threats 
against the target’s children, parents, and other family members. Some are 
recruited using the ‘national security’ ruse. These recruits are the most 
unfortunate when they gradually find out the truth that they must sabotage 
innocent people under the shield of ‘national security.’
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More crimes against humanity are committed under this ‘national security’ 
shield than people could possibly know. Possibly more than the mafia has 
ever done. But very few dare to speak out – they are efficiently silenced by 
the Organization. Often they are killed through accidents, ‘suicides’, 
poisoning, etc.

Deception is the name of the game. All the poor recruits are being deceived. 
When they agree to work for the Organization, they unknowingly give up 
their freedom and become targets for mind control and human 
experimentation with electromagnetic fields, gasses and chemicals. Their 
health will gradually deteriorate, and they won’t know why. Loyalty to the 
Organization is everything: They can never get out and leave it alive. They 
have to have a criminal mindset from the beginning. Honest people cannot 
live their life by terrorizing innocent people – for ‘national security’ or 
whatever lie was fed to them in the beginning to get them hooked.

Recruits and soldiers have no idea why they have to sabotage their former 
friends and neighbors who have become targets. They must blindly obey. 
And they don’t that 10 and even 20 other recruits are terrorizing the same 
targeted person constantly in different ways. Thus, they feel no guilt. They 
do not know that they are in fact involved in psychological warfare, in 
breaking down a person for possible suicide or even driving the person to 
murder. They just do their own little part and don’t know anything about the 
whole picture.
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Still, they are part of a potential murder group. They terrorize the targeted 
person’s telephone and fax machine, call at all hours of the night, and hang 
up the phone when it is answered. They steel the target’s mail: Recruits in 
post offices can steal, open and destroy both incoming and outgoing mail. 
Recruited neighbors who were friendly before become nasty and help 
isolated the targeted person.

They sabotage and terrorize, break all electrical appliances, cars, grass 
clippers, mopeds, etc. They steal electricity and their own telephone bills get 
billed to the targeted person’s phone. So these crimes ‘pay’ for them from 
the very beginning of the process. And when they have thus shown loyalty 
to The Organization they don’t realize that they have become criminals who, 
when they are no longer needed, can easily be disposed of in their weekly 
meetings in their ‘safe houses.’ So they can be condemned and eliminated 
whenever The Organization wishes. Their group of 3 (with a fourth leader) 
meets every week in a different houses to strengthen their ‘brotherhood and 
sisterhood’ and their criminality and loyalty to The Organization. 

They train young girls for surveillance and sabotage. They even train 
children of the recruits for noise campaigns against their neighbor who is a 
target. Children are taught to play, laugh and make unusually loud noises to 
harass the targeted person. They are taught to jump on the floors, following 
from room to room the targeted person who lives downstairs. They are 
taught to say nasty things to the target and being only 3-4 years old, they 
don’t, of course, understand how insulting their words (taught by recruited 
parents) can be.
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I am what is called a ‘Targeted Individual’, or enemy of the state. Becoming 
an enemy of the state is quite easy: uncover a few of its crimes and criminal 
conspiracies; be as investigative and honest as you can be; and you’ll be 
an enemy of the state quite quickly.

In my case, after some years of investigative research, I uncovered existing 
mysteries about my own life, while attracting the interest of government 
intelligence services and their secret police.

These government operations are clandestine – or secret or classified. 
Things a government calls secret are many times very illegal, and activities 
a government classifies are sometimes outright criminal. You can measure 
a government’s illegality and criminality in the vast number of documents it 
conceals from public view.

Testimony
Of Stephen O’Keefe

© Insights of Stephen O’Keefe, TI

From: ‘Targeted Individual As Lone Wolf Terrorist’

Introduction to the Op Catalyst website,
now removed from the Internet
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Governments which target persons in the way they have targeted me are 
mafia-states. Meaning the government operates in secret as a highly-
evolved mafia. The way a mafia targets people is by surrounding the target 
mostly with others connected to, or owned by, the mafia state. Informants, 
government employees, snitches, lackeys – and the reason for this is 
because you are of more value to the government than you are a physical 
threat.

In my case, I was targeted at a young age because of my artistic skills, 
observational abilities and computer programming knowledge for what the 
Canadian and American governments have been testing on me, which is a 
highly sophisticated wireless surveillance and an unbelievably advanced 
intelligence and military technology.

It goes under various names; I call it virtual telepathy or VT. It’s called, 
‘remote neural monitoring and prompting’, ‘brain re-patterning’, and ‘EEG 
fingerprinting’. Basically, it’s a way to wirelessly monitor anybody, using the 
body’s biometric displacement field and also computer-interfacing the 
target’s brain patterns. This transforms a target – that is, a responsive target 
– into a test subject for a super spy, soldier and super policing program.

Virtual telepathy (VT) is a bit of a parlor trick, being a combination of hands-
free biometric surveillance and remotely-prompting the human target to 
receive and acknowledge these prompts. It may seem like telepathy, but it’s 
only one-way. You are a targeted individual, with no formal affiliation to the 
government, its military, police or intelligence services. The reason for this 
is simple; this elaborately advanced surveillance technology and its 
clandestine handlers will drive you insane.
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It is a weapon, and it is also the most powerful of weapons, being invisible. 
Imagine wearing a set of wireless earbuds or secret service ear-prompter, 
where you are receiving wireless radio instructions day and night, even in 
your sleep. To wake up, to go for a walk, to turn left, to turn right, to stop, to 
start, to nod ‘yes’ or shake your head ‘no’ – like an obedient soldier.

Now imagine receiving those instructions after taking off those physical 
headphones, and that these signals can reach your head wirelessly, 
anywhere you go, like a radio. You can understand why intelligence, military 
and police desire this immensely, as there are no communications which 
can be monitored or intercepted by a third party.

It is private, discrete and transmitted through an anonymous computer 
interface to the target’s own brain fingerprint, which is theirs and theirs 
alone, exploiting the same wireless frequencies which are all around us.

Adapting to this technology requires isolating the target and destroying their 
life and sanity in a complete personality disintegration, thereby infiltrating 
their brain.

Canada has a history of this ‘brain re-patterning’, going back to the 1950s 
with the government and CIA-funded MK-Ultra program at McGill University 
(with Dr. E.Cameron).
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Like every type of weapon, governments never stop advancing them. It took 
me a long time to adapt to the VT weapon I was (and am) subjected to – 
over ten years. It also involved treatment with anti-psychotics, so that I 
could both endure it and remain sane with undisturbed sleep.

The reality is that this weapons’ development has been going on in various 
forms through the participation of the American, Canadian, Israeli, and 
British governments for quite some time, and they generally use prisoners; 
who are both helpless and constantly monitored in jail cells.

These governments, all the way to the top, want virtually telepathic 
soldiers, spies and secret police, expanding the required wireless 
neural monitoring to global populations, whether they know about it 
or not.

You can find these and more testimonies here:

https://gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com

___________________________________

https://gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/lifeline-essential-insights-and-healing-music-for-illegally-targeted-citizens-music-and-narrations-by-dr-eric-karlstrom/
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Frank Heiler

Frank Heiler is a self-taught artist, specializing in surrealist and horror 
art. He was born and raised in a small town in Southern New Jersey. 
He grew up around artists in his immediate family, which had a major 
influence on him as a child. He always had an innate drive to create, 
several years ago this began to manifest itself in dark, obsessively 
detailed ink drawings, and then shortly after, paintings of the same 
quality.

He often paints his subjects as if they are distorted and twisted by their 
darkest, deepest emotions, their very realities shifting and collapsing 
beneath them, altered by their own thoughts.

www.deviantart.com/frankheilerart

https://www.deviantart.com/frankheilerart
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